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Abstract 

For my Undergraduate Honors Thesis at the University of Arizona, I have investigated the origin 

of a chain of pit craters found on central Amazonis Planitia on Mars. With the guidance of Dr. 

Christopher W. Hamilton, I used Context Camera (CTX) and High-Resolution Imaging Science 

Experiment (HiRISE) data from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) to correlate the 

formation of the pit craters in question to strike-slip faulting in the greater area. Additionally, 

channel features connecting to the pit craters were investigated using the creation of a Digital 

Terrain Model (DTM), to conclude their geologic relationship. 

  

Introduction 

I have been investigating a chain of pit craters found on the northern hemisphere of Mars. Pit 

craters are “circular to elliptical depressions […] common on the surface of Mars” (Wyrick et al. 

2004). Specifically, the pit craters that I have been investigating include 16 distinct pit craters, 7 

of which share a crater wall. They are all in a relatively even, straight line, generally trending NW 

to SE between –157.520°E 22.235°N and –157.172°E 22.165°N, approximately 280 km west of 

Tooting crater. Their location within central Amazonis Planitia is of particular interest due to their 

unusual distance to known volcanic activity (e.g., the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic provinces). To 

gain a better understanding of the geologic processes that created these pit craters, the area was 

investigated using Esri ArcMap software to display and manipulate Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(MRO) Context Camera (CTX) and High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) data. BAE 

Systems Socet Set software was also used to create a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from HiRISE-

stereo imagery, which allowed for further investigation of pit crater morphology and the 

surrounding terrain.  

 

Hypothesis 

Throughout the research process the driving question has been to determine method of pit crater 

chain in my research area. Given the occurrence of strike-slip faulting in this area (Andrews-

Hanna et al., 2008) and lack of proximity to major volcanic centers on Mars, my hypothesis is that 

extensional forces in the region have caused local pit crater chain formation, similar to the 

formation mechanism observed elsewhere on Mars, as well as on Earth (Okubo and Martel, 1998; 

Wyrick et al., 2004).  

 

Background   

One of the most significant geologic processes on Mars has been volcanism (Greeley and Spudis 

1981). Amazonis Planitia, the location of the chain of pit craters under investigation, is located 

between the two main volcanic provinces on Mars, Tharsis and Elysium (Fuller and Head, 2002) 

(Figure 1). The study area is characterized by extremely smooth topography, which is likely the 

result of deposition of thin fluid lava flows and fluvial sediments in an enclosed basin (Fuller and 

Head, 2002) (Figure 2.1 and 2.2.). This area itself has little macro-scale evidence for volcanic 

activity. However, it is dissected by numerous fissures, impact craters, and pit craters. 
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Figure 1. Geographic features of Amazonis Planitia labeled on colorized hillshade model derived 

from MOLA data. The red box marks the location of my study area. The color scale indicates 

elevation in meters relative to the Mars_2000 reference ellipsoid (after Campbell et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 2.1. Exerpt of the Northern Plains Geological Map of Mars by Tanaka et al. (2005) 

showing broad-scale geologic units and formations. The red box marks my study area and unit 

abbreivations are defined in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Geologic unit descriptions of Tanaka et al. (2005) map excerpt (Figure 1.1). 

 

 

Pit crater chains, or pit chains, have been analyzed extensively by Wyrick et al. (2004). Pit 

crater chains with varying degrees of certainty were indicated in Figure 3 adapted from Wyrick 

et al. (2004). My area of interest has been indicated as a possible pit crater chain in their study 

(red box in Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Western hemisphere of Mars showing distribution of pit chains. Yellow indicates pit 

crater chains and troughs. Blue indicates possible pit crater chains (Wyrick et al., 2004). Red box 

indicates my area of study (contains a blue marking for a possible crater chain). 

 

 

According to Andrews-Hanna et al. (2008), there are a significant number strike-slip faults 

on Mars, which have recently been documented in Amazonis Planitia, close to my area of interest 

(Figure 4, red box). Their strike-slip nature has been proven by asymmetrical vertical throws on 

all of the faults in this region (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008). These faults have been interpreted 

to be the result of a decrease in the magnitude of the horizontal principal stresses, which in turn 

results from an increase in the degree of isostatic support of the Tharsis rise (Andrews-Hanna et 

al., 2008). Strike-slip faulting can create pull-apart basins, with increased offset (Cunningham et 

al., 2007). These can in turn evolve into more rhomboidally-shaped features, depending on the 

magnitude of offset (Cunningham et al., 2007). High extensional strains in pull-apart basins may 

lead to increased heat flow and possibly volcanism (Cunningham et al., 2007). This can lead to 

extrusive rocks constituting volumetrically significant basin fill (Cunningham et al., 2007). 
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Figure 4. Partial map of graben (gray) and strike-slip faults (black) surrounding the Tharsis rise 

(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008). The red box indicates my study area, which occurs between the 

intersection between two major strike-slip faults. 
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Pit crater Formation 

Pit craters can be defined as collapse structures that lack an elevated crater rim, have 

overhanging, steep walls within volcanic rock, which have not been formed as primary eruptive 

vents (Okubo et al., 1998; Wyrick et al., 2004). Pit craters are also not merely collapse roof 

sections of superficial lava tubes (Okubo et al., 1998). There are several hypothesis regarding the 

formation of pit crater chains. Common throughout all the proposed methods is that they require 

a significant subsurface void to accommodate collapse (Wyrick et al., 2004). According to Wyrick 

et al. (2004) the potential formation methods include lava tubes, various dike-related formation 

methods, collapsed magma chamber, karst dissolution, extension fractures, and dilational 

faulting (Wyrick et al., 2004). Each of these is mechanisms are visually represented in Figure 5 

and described below. 

 

Lava tubes (Figure 5.a.): Lava tubes have been the most commonly cited terrestrial 

method of formation of pit craters. Wilkes (1845) proposed term ‘pit crater’ and his description 

of the Hawaiian pit craters found along the East Rift Zone of Kilauea (Okubo et al., 1998). The pit 

craters are formed when the lava supply ceases, the conduit drains, and the empty tube collapses 

(Wyrick et al., 2004). Characteristic of lava tube formed pit craters is that they display a sinuous 

alignment in plan view and are oriented down slope (Wyrick et al., 2004). 

 

Dikes (Figure 5.b.–d.): Dikes in the context of pit crater formation, consist of a rising 

magma plume which begins to propagate laterally and vertically as it reaches neutral buoyancy 

levels (Wyrick et al., 2004). The strain concentrated at the tip of the dike as it moved upward 

produces fracturing in the host rock and subsidence above the dike in form of a graben (Wyrick 

et al., 2004).  

  

 Dikes interacting with groundwater or ice-bearing permafrost/cryosphere can provide an 

explanation for the formation of pit craters and pit crater chains, as they may induce water or 

vapor release, producing void space (Figure 5.b.). The overlying rock may collapse into this void 

space (Wyrick et al., 2004). Alternatively, the dike may come into direct contact with 

groundwater, which can cause a phreatomagmatic eruption (Wyrick et al., 2004). 

  

 Another method of formation proposed, suggests that void spaces are formed at the tips 

of the dikes (Figure 5.c.). This is caused by convection within the dike, which causes a 

concentration of volatiles (Wyrick et al., 2004). Additionally, large pits can also be formed by the 

collapse into the void space created by large scale Plinian eruptions (Figure 5.d.) (Wyrick et al., 

2004). 

 

Collapsed magma chamber (Figure 5.e.): Similarly, another proposed formation 

mechanism suggests that dikes in a rift zone propagate upward from an elongated magma 

chamber, which then collapses when the magma gets ejected or migrates (Wyrick et al., 2004) 
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Karst dissolution (Figure 5.f.): Spencer and Fanale (1990) have proposed Pit chain 

formation by chemical dissolution of soluble rock (Wyrick et al, 2004). On Earth karst topography 

is characterized by sinkholes and solution valleys, and are often controlled by geologic structures 

such as faults and fractures (Palmer, 1991; Wyrick et al., 2004). In the Valleys Marineris, 

groundwater flow along fracture zones could have cause collapse along these features and 

created pit crater chains (Wyrick et al., 2004). According to Spencer and Fanale (1990), early 

Martian greenhouse conditions could have favored carbonate deposition in basins of the 

northern hemisphere (Wyrick et al., 2004). The high porosity needed to create pits, might have 

been caused through dissolution by an active hydrologic cycle, or high-silica-content carbonates 

produced during high heat flow (Spencer and Fanale, 1990; Wyrick et al., 2004). This 

interpretation would be supported by pit craters found in regions on Mars which favored 

carbonate deposition, as well as evidence of an active hydrologic cycle.  

 

Extension fractures (Figure 5.g.): Horizontal extension can result in extension fractures in 

the basement rock that propagate upward producing a graben at the surface, and thus a proving 

a potential mechanism for pit chain formation (Wyrick, et al. 2004). This extension can cause 

collapse along the bounding faults into the void caused by the fissure at depth (Tanaka and 

Golombek, 1989). Tanaka (1997) expanded on this interpretation, determining that larger 

coalesced troughs can be cause by the collapse of subsurface conduits through fluidization and 

erosion. Evidence of extensional features (e.g., grabens) and an active hydrologic cycle in 

correlation with pit crater chains would support this formation mechanism (Wyrick et al., 2004). 

 

Dilational faulting (Figure 5.h.): It is assumed that lava flows on Mars form competent 

layers, interlayered with less competent layers composed of materials such as volcanic ash or 

aeolian sediment (Wyrick et al., 2004). Extensional deformation of such heterolithic stratigraphic 

sequences could produce refracted fault geometries and dilational fault segments in competent 

layers beneath unconsolidated surficial material (Wyrick et al., 2004). Overlying unconsolidated 

material drains into the voids produced by the dilational fault segments, producing individual pit 

craters and pit crater chains.  

 

 Fault segments could extend to depths of 5 km, at Martian gravity, and dialation of these 

would provide a large volume in the upper crust to accommodate the formation of a void (. et 

al., 2003). Pull-apart basins, formed by offset strike-slip faults creating local extensional regimes, 

can allow for the necessary formation mechanism to create pit craters. This interpretation would 

be supported by evidence of extensional tectonic regimes and a stratigraphy of varying 

mechanical strengths (Wyrick et al., 2004). 
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Figure 5.a.–h. Schematics of proposed mechanism for pit chain formation (Wyrick et al., 2004). 
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Correlation between pit craters on Mars and Earth 

To gain a better understanding of the potential process of formation of the pit craters on Mars, 

literary research has been conducted on similar craters on Earth. Linear chains of pit craters are 

rare on Earth (Wyrick et al., 2004), but have been documented particularly on Hawaii and Iceland. 

Okubo and Martel (1998) have identified and described several similar pit chains on Kilauea’s 

east and southwest rift zone. They have concluded that the collapse of these pit craters could 

not have been derived from a typical Hawaiian dike due to the size of the craters (Okubo and 

Martel, 1998). They argue that fractures were likely caused by the tensile stresses of the craters 

location on the south flank of Kilauea, as well as magma pressure, but not through magma flow 

alone (Okubo and Martel, 1998).  

  

 Further evidence for the conflicts with dike-generated fracture models is found in studies 

of Iceland, where normal faulting and dike injection occur simultaneously during rifting episodes. 

Field evidence demonstrates a conflict between dike-caused fractures and internal pressures of 

the dikes, which could not explain large-scale faulting (Opheim and Gudmundsson, 1989). 

According to Angelier et al. (1997), normal faulting, with open dilational fault segments near the 

surface, is common in rift zones and accommodates much of the extensional deformation in the 

upper crust. 

 

 

Methods 

Using CTX and HiRISE data from high-resolution cameras, I was able to differentiate and describe 

nine facies units and create a DTM (Figure 15). This was then imported into Esri ArcMap for 

further analysis of the slope within the channel features. 

 

 Consistent with the approach that Tanaka et al. (2005) used to delineate units in their 

mapping of the Northern Plains of Mars, I differentiated the units surrounding the pit craters in 

question on the basis of their apparent geologic uniqueness as defined by their primary physical 

features, areal extent, and geologic associations. The extent of the area in question consisted of 

720 km2 and was subdivided into 720 cells, separated by graticules that were spaced 0.017° or 

1000 m apart. Each cell covers 1000 m2, and its contents were described and then color coded to 

represent the predominant facies unit found within (Figure 14.1). This unit map allows for an 

initial overview of the distribution and relation of distinguishable facies. Additionally, it was used 

to create a visual representation of the percentage occurrences of each unit (Figure 14.3). 

 

 A DTM of the eastern pit craters was created using BAE Systems Socet Set software (Figure 

15.1 and 15.2). Importing the DTM into ArcMap software allowed for closer investigation of the 

channel structures and creation of a cross-section showing the elevation profile within two 

distinct channels as well as through the overall area (Figure 16.1.–3.).  
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Results 

Unit Descriptions 

The analyzed terrain was subdivided into 9 distinct facies units. 

 

Unit A – Smooth terrain: The “smooth terrain” has the least relief visible. There is little to 

no largescale, visible uneven surface areas. There seem to be more impact craters on smooth 

terrain other the other terrains, which might be due to higher visibility of any sort of relief on the 

smooth terrain. Some areas of the smooth terrain have N–S to NW–SE trending ridges. Towards 

the eastern side of the area in question, smooth terrain can exhibit plateau-like structures. 

Throughout the investigated area, smooth terrain has been the predominant facies, covering 

approximately 35% of the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Sample area of Unit A(CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 

 

 

Unit B – Transitional terrain: This terrain generally has patches of smoother terrain in-

between coarser terrain areas. The smoother patches seem to be rounded and are potentially 

infilled material. Transitional terrain can be an area where there is a distinct change in 

topography or geomorphology of the area, neither fully smooth nor fully coarse terrain. 

Transitional terrain can be irregularly smoother or coarser, have N–S to NW–SE trending ridge 

lines, and infill areas. This unit makes up 21% of the total area. 
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Figure 7. Sample area of Unit B (CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 

 

 

Unit C – Coarse terrain: “Coarse terrain” is generally more uniform than rough terrain but 

does not have as high relief as other areas. It has significantly rounded, uneven surfaces, and can 

also have plateau-like features. Coarse terrain can be dissected by channel features, seemingly 

cutting into the course terrain. This unit can also have areas of smoother infill. Generally it is the 

unit that distinctly separates the smooth from the rough terrain and makes up 17% of the area 

in question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Sample area of Unit C (CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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Unit D – Rough terrain: “Rough terrain” has high relief but is generally more regular than 

very rough terrain. There are fewer channel features found throughout this terrain. Rough terrain 

occasionally displays plateau-like features, overlaying other facies units such as coarse terrain. 

This unit makes up 9% of the area of interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Sample area of Unit D (CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 

 

 

Unit E – Very rough terrain/high relief: “Very rough/high relief terrain” areas have the 

highest relief in the considered areas. This area has large, rounded, and some smaller plateau-

like features. Additionally, this terrain seems to have a significant amount of channel systems. 

Very rough terrain has the smallest distribution percentage at only 2% of the investigated area. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Sample area of Unit E (CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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Unit F – Large channel system: There are several large channel system features, 

throughout the area of interest. They are generally NE–SW trending, have a single channel 

connection to the pit craters and dendritic system towards the north of the pits, dividing into 

more numerous flow streams. At the point where the channels connect to the pit craters they 

can have a width ranging from 100 m to 250 m. The channels form a depression into the 

surrounding terrain, with a Unit A-like, smooth in-fill. They can exhibit large ripple features as 

seen in Figure 11.2. Channel features make up approximately 6% of the total area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.1. Sample area of Unit F (CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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Figure 11.2. Close up of Unit F, showing ripple marks (CTX image 

G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 

 

 

Unit G – Pit craters: The “pit craters” are round and oval shaped features, ranging in size 

from approximately 90 m by 140 m to as large as 1,400 m by 2,300 m. The pit craters in question 

expose several sedimentary layers in their pit walls, evidence of stratification and differential 

erosion (Wyrick et al. 2004). Three pit craters, the largest, are each connected to a channel 

feature. Several pit craters share a crater wall.  

 

 
Figure 12. Entire area of Unit G, showing all pit-craters observed (CTX image 

G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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Unit H – Impact craters: While there are numerous smaller impact craters – round 

depressions with a higher, upwelling edge and removed material – there is one significantly larger 

such feature towards the Southeast of the area of interest. Due to its size (approximately 4,200 

m in diameter) and location surrounded exclusively by smooth terrain, it has been designated its 

own facies unit.  

 

Figure 13. Entire area of Unit H (CTX image G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 

 

 

Unit Distributions 

Using the previously described differentiated units, each 1000 m2 cell within the 24 km by 30 km 

area of interest was color coded to represent the most dominant facies found in that cell. The 

generated map can be seen in Figure 14.1. Furthermore, the unit distributions where summarized 

in a pie chart Figure 14.3, representing the various percentage amounts of each unit in the given 

area. 
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Figure 14.1. Facies unit map of pit-craters in question and surrounding area with underlain CTX 

image of area (G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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Legend 

# of 

cells 

Pit crater 21 

Large channel system 42 

Very rough terrain/high relief 13 

Rough terrain 62 

Coarse terrain 120 

Transitional terrain 154 

Smooth terrain 256 

Terrain related to large impact 

crater 52 
 

Figure 14.2. Legend and number of cells per unit (720 total cells). 

 

 

Figure 14.3. Pie chart indicating unit percentage distribution in observed area. 
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HiRISE-Derived Digital Terrain Model 

Using BAE Systems Socet Set software a digital terrain model of the eastern pit craters was 

created (Figure 15). The DTM was then imported into ArcMap software to create profile views 

through two distinct channel features connecting to pit craters (Figures 16.1–3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15.1. Digital Terrain Model for eastern area of pit crater chain. 
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Figure 15.2 Digital Terrain Model at 50% transparency with underlain CTX image of area 

(G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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The DTM was imported into Esri ArcMap and overlain on the CTX image with 50% 

transparency. It was then used to draw various profiles through the area of interest, particularly 

through two channel structures and one across the line of pit craters, at approximately 90o 

(Figure 15 and 16.1). The profiles where all drawn starting from the SW and going towards the 

NE (Figures 16.2–4). The profiles through the channel structures begin at the point of connection 

between channel feature and pit crater and continue towards the NE until the first major 

branching, where the main channel becomes indistinguishable. Additional profiles were taken 

through the areas close to, but not in the channel bed. They revealed profiles with a similar trend 

as the Figures 16.2–4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16.1. Location of topographic profiles correlating to Fig. 16.2.–16.4. Digital Terrain Model 

at 50% transparency with underlain CTX image of area (G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W). 
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Figure 16.2. Profile of Channel A, where A is in the SW and A’ in the NE. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16.3. Profile of Channel B, where B is in the SW and B’ is in the NE. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16.4 Profile of larger area from C in the SW to C’ in the NE, cross-cutting pit craters at 

90o. Note the location where the profile intersects the line of pit craters at approximately 4,500 

m distance along the profile. 
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Discussion 

Formation of pit crater chain 

The observed pit chains do not have the characteristics of collapsed lava tubes, which are 

typically sinuous in plan view (Wyrick et al., 2004), whereas these pit chains are linear. The most 

common hypothesis of dike injection as the mechanism of pit chain formation is not the best 

explanation herein either, as it requires morphologies such as thrust faults above the dikes, which 

are not visible in this area (Wyrick et al., 2004). Radial and concentric pit chain formation in the 

Tharsis region has been interpreted as evidence for subsurface dikes, indicating a trace to the 

magma source (Wyrick et al., 2004). However, the distance to a viable source, disputes this 

argument for my research area. 

 

 The proposed mechanism of formation of these pit craters is through dilational faulting, 

caused by the local extensional regimes created by the numerous strike-slip faults found in the 

greater area. According to Wyrick et al. (2004), pit chain formation along strike is not uncommon. 

Similar to analogs on Earth (Opheim and Gudmundsson, 1989), pit chains and their correlating 

dilational faults or fissures, may provide pathways for magma, dikes and magma chambers; 

however, these are not required for pit chain formation (Wyrick et al., 2004). 

 

 The large amount of strike-slip faults cross-cutting my area of interest, as well as the 

relative distance to volcanic activity has thus lead me to conclude that the pit chain in question 

has been formed as a result of faulting and pull-apart stresses rather than solely magmatic 

influence. 

 

 Assuming dilational faulting to result in the formation of the pit chain in question, it could 

lead to significant implications regarding fluid flow on Mars (Wyrick et al., 2004). On Earth, 

dilational faults provide pathways for groundwater (Wyrick et al., 2004). As there is strong 

evidence for the relationship between channel features and pit craters in my area of interest, a 

similar formation method could be expected for Mars. 

 

Formation of channel structures 

Two channel structures observed towards the eastern side of the pit chain display morphological 

features (i.e., branching), which indicate fluid flow out of the craters. However, profiles drawn 

through the center of the channels revealed a topographical elevation gain away from the pits. 

This counterintuitive finding could be explained by uplift or subsidence after the initial 

emplacement of the channels. For instance, after fluids were discharged from the fissure dike-

induced uplift could have tilted the adjacent surfaces causing the channel floors to incline toward 

the original vent location, which is where the pit craters are now. Alternatively, the tilting could 

have been caused by subsidence during a period of magma withdrawal after the channels first 

formed. This interesting finding merits further investigation into the relationship between the 

channels and their inferred source region along the axis of the pit crater chain. 
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Conclusions 

Using CTX and HiRISE data I described and analyzed my area of interest in the central Amazonis 

Planitia on Mars, to determine the method of formation of a chain of pit craters found therein. 

The formation has been concluded to be directly related to the numerous strike-slip faults in the 

immediate surrounding area, causing dilational fault segments. These can provide voids into 

which fluids (e.g., lava) could drain, thereby producing individual pit craters and pit crater chains 

(Wyrick et al., 2004). Furthermore, this conclusion has been drawn following correlation to 

equivalents on Earth, such as found in Iceland (Opheim and Gundmundsson, 1989) and Hawaii 

(Okubo and Martel, 1998). 

 

 While preliminary research has been conducted into the correlation between channel 

features and pit crater formation, future studies could be done to elaborate on the implications 

of a relationship between the two. 

 

 The objective of a senior thesis at the University of Arizona is to gain research experience 

exploring a concept, while incorporating the knowledge or investigative techniques learned 

during ones undergraduate career. I believe this has been accomplished through completion of 

this study. While the process has been difficult at times given the use of software programs that 

were previously unknown to me and within a field of Planetary Sciences, which not directly 

related to my degree. This has nevertheless been an extremely rewarding experience.  
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Attachments 

HiRISE Images 

Stereo-Pair 1: 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_025893_2025 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_025827_2025 

 

Stereo-Pair 2: 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_026750_2025 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_026249_2025 

 

Stereo-Pair 3: 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_051290_2025 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_026605_2025 

 

Individual Image: 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/PSP_002000_2025 

 

 

CTX Images 

Stereo-Pair 1: 

http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/G22_026750_2024_XN_22N157W#P=G22_02

6750_2024_XN_22N157W&T=2 

http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W#P=G21_02

6249_2023_XN_22N157W&T=2 

 

Individual Image: 

http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/P02_002000_2025_XI_22N157W#P=P02_0020

00_2025_XI_22N157W&T=2 

 

 

Projection Systems Used 

SimpleCylindrical_Mars: 

 

Projection: Plate_Carree 

false_easting: 0.0 

false_northing: 0.0 

central_meridian: 0.0 

Linear Unit: Meter (1.0) 

 

Geographic Coordinate System: GCS_Mars 

Angular Unit: Degree 

(0.0174532925199433) 

Prime Meridian: Reference_Meridian (0.0) 

Datum: D_Mars 

Spheroid: Mars 

    Semimajor Axis: 3396190.0 

    Semiminor Axis: 3396190.0 

    Inverse Flattening: 0.0 

https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_025893_2025
https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_025827_2025
https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_026750_2025
https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_026249_2025
https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_051290_2025
https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/ESP_026605_2025
https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/PSP_002000_2025
http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/G22_026750_2024_XN_22N157W#P=G22_026750_2024_XN_22N157W&T=2
http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/G22_026750_2024_XN_22N157W#P=G22_026750_2024_XN_22N157W&T=2
http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W#P=G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W&T=2
http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W#P=G21_026249_2023_XN_22N157W&T=2
http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/P02_002000_2025_XI_22N157W#P=P02_002000_2025_XI_22N157W&T=2
http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/planetview/inst/ctx/P02_002000_2025_XI_22N157W#P=P02_002000_2025_XI_22N157W&T=2
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Cell descriptions  

Coordinates 

(of SW 

corner) 

Description 

-9338000 N 

1329000 W 

Both smooth and rough terrain. 

Smoother terrain with features 

generally trending NS, rougher 

terrain trending NE–SW. 

-9337000 N 

1329000 W 

Rougher terrain, higher relief, NE-

SW features 

-9336000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain with roundish 

patches of smoother areas, some 

impact craters 

-9335000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, uniform, some 

impact craters 

-9334000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, more 

spacing with smaller smooth 

areas in between 

-9333000 N 

1329000 W 

Large patches of both smoother 

and rougher terrain, higher relief, 

channel features 

-9332000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain with high relief 

-9331000 N 

1329000 W 

Slightly smoother terrain, 

seemingly higher elevation, 

plateau-like  

-9330000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, some 

channel features 

-9329000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, less elevated 

relief, some patches of smooth 

terrain, could also be channel 

features 

-9328000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

channel features 

-9327000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

channel features 

-9326000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

channel features, some smooth 

areas 

-9325000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

channel features, some larger 

smooth areas 

-9324000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, less relief, 

smoother areas towards E 

-9323000 N 

1329000 W 

Coarse terrain, some higher relief 

areas, NE-SW features 

-9322000 N 

1329000 W 

Partially rough and coarse 

terrain, some higher relief areas 

with "shadow" like smooth areas 

-9321000 N 

1329000 W 

Generally uniformly coarse 

terrain, lower relief, some impact 

craters 

-9320000 N 

1329000 W 

Uniform, lower relief, coarse 

terrain, impact craters 

-9319000 N 

1329000 W 

Uniform, lower relief, coarse 

terrain 

-9318000 N 

1329000 W 

Uniform, lower relief, coarse 

terrain 

-9317000 N 

1329000 W 

Uniform, lower relief, coarse 

terrain, some rougher terrain 

towards E 

-9316000 N 

1329000 W 

Medium relief, coarse terrain, 

larger features 

-9315000 N 

1329000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, some 

channel features 

-9338000 N 

1328000 W 

Generally rough terrain, higher 

relief, with large patches of 

smooth areas 

-9337000 N 

1328000 W 

Smooth with higher relief, rough 

terrain in N areas 

-9336000 N 

1328000 W 

Large areas of smooth terrain 

with some higher relief areas in 

NE 

-9335000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarser terrain, some higher 

relief areas 

-9334000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarser terrain, some higher 

relief areas 
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-9333000 N 

1328000 W 

Rough terrain with high relief, 

some patches of smooth areas 

-9332000 N 

1328000 W 

Higher relief, rough terrain 

-9331000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, medium 

relief 

-9330000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse terrain, some smoother 

areas, some relief 

-9329000 N 

1328000 W 

Rough terrain, some patches of 

smooth areas 

-9328000 N 

1328000 W 

Rough terrain, some patches of 

smooth areas 

-9327000 N 

1328000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, 

channel features 

-9326000 N 

1328000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, 

channel features 

-9325000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse terrain, lower relief 

-9324000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse terrain, lower relief, some 

impact craters, NE-SW trending 

features 

-9323000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse terrain, larger impact 

crater 

-9322000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse terrain, some smaller 

smoother areas 

-9321000 N 

1328000 W 

Uniformly coarse terrain, few 

higher relief features  

-9320000 N 

1328000 W 

Uniformly coarse terrain, impact 

crater 

-9319000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarser terrain, large smooth 

area in SW 

-9318000 N 

1328000 W 

Coarse terrain, with higher relief 

features 

-9317000 N 

1328000 W 

Uniformly coarse terrain with 

large impact crater and higher 

relief areas to SE 

-9316000 N 

1328000 W 

Medium relief, coarse to rough 

terrain 

-9315000 N 

1328000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, some 

smoother patches 

-9338000 N 

1327000 W 

Some coarse to rough terrain, NS 

trending features, large areas of 

smooth terrain 

-9337000 N 

1327000 W 

Some coarse terrain, large 

rounded areas of smooth terrain, 

features generally NS trending 

-9336000 N 

1327000 W 

Some coarse terrain, large 

patches of smooth areas, NS and 

NE-SW trending features 

-9335000 N 

1327000 W 

Smoother areas, plateau-like 

features, less relief 

-9334000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarser terrain with high relief 

features trending NS in S, large 

patches of smooth areas  

("shadow-like") 

-9333000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, higher 

relief, some channel features, 

generally NE-SW trending 

-9332000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, medium 

relief 

-9331000 N 

1327000 W 

Rougher terrain, higher relief, 

some channel features, large 

areas of coarse terrain 

-9330000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, 

plateaulike smoother areas, 

trending NE-SE 

-9329000 N 

1327000 W 

Rough terrain, medium to high 

relief, channel features 

-9328000 N 

1327000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

channel features 

-9327000 N 

1327000 W 

Rough terrain with some areas of 

coarser terrain to E, lesser relief 

-9326000 N 

1327000 W 

Rough terrain, medium to high 

relief, channel features, NS 

trending 

-9325000 N 

1327000 W 

Some rough areas, generally large 

rounded patches of coarser areas 

-9324000 N 

1327000 W 

Rough terrain with high relief, 

channel features 
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-9323000 N 

1327000 W 

Uniformly coarse area, few 

features of higher distinct relief 

NS trending 

-9322000 N 

1327000 W 

Uniformly coarse area, some low 

relief features 

-9321000 N 

1327000 W 

Uniformly coarse area, some low 

relief features 

-9320000 N 

1327000 W 

Uniformly coarse area, some low 

relief features 

-9319000 N 

1327000 W 

Smooth terrain with coarser 

areas in NE 

-9318000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarser terrain with some 

smoother areas in SW corner, 

some small higher relief NS 

trending features 

-9317000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarser terrain, low to medium 

relief, distinct features without 

general trend 

-9316000 N 

1327000 W 

Coarser terrain with medium 

relief, some patches of smooth 

"shadow-like" features 

-9315000 N 

1327000 W 

Rough terrain, medium to high 

relief, NS trending 

-9338000 N 

1326000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, large 

impact craters, few NW-SW low 

relief trending features 

-9337000 N 

1326000 W 

Smooth towards SW, coarser to 

NW & medium relief, transitional 

area, some impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1326000 W 

Few smooth areas in S, coarser 

terrain to N, some channel 

features, no clear direction of 

features of higher relief 

-9335000 N 

1326000 W 

More uniformly coarse area, few 

patches of smooth area in W, 

some impact craters 

-9334000 N 

1326000 W 

More uniformly coarse area, with 

some smoother patches 

-9333000 N 

1326000 W 

More uniformly coarse area, with 

some smoother patches, few 

higher relief NS trending features 

-9332000 N 

1326000 W 

More uniformly coarse area, with 

some smoother patches 

-9331000 N 

1326000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, some 

smoother areas, potentially 

channel or infill features 

-9330000 N 

1326000 W 

Rough terrain, distinct channel 

features, high relief NS trending 

features 

-9329000 N 

1326000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

generally NS trending 

-9328000 N 

1326000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, some 

channel features 

-9327000 N 

1326000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, relatively 

uniform with some higher relief 

NS features 

-9326000 N 

1326000 W 

Higher relief, rough terrain, some 

round patches of smooth to 

coarse terrain (infill like) 

-9325000 N 

1326000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, no 

obvious trend, medium to high 

relief 

-9324000 N 

1326000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, medium 

relief 

-9323000 N 

1326000 W 

More uniformly coarse terrain, 

no trend in higher relief features 

-9322000 N 

1326000 W 

Uniformly coarse terrain some 

NE-SW trending higher relief 

features 

-9321000 N 

1326000 W 

Uniformly coarse terrain, lower 

relief 

-9320000 N 

1326000 W 

Low relief, uniformly coarse 

terrain, few irregular medium 

relief features 

-9319000 N 

1326000 W 

Larger areas of smooth terrain, 

low relief coarser areas to S 

-9318000 N 

1326000 W 

Smooth terrain, some coarser 

terrain features, irregular 
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-9317000 N 

1326000 W 

Generally smooth area with few 

NS trending medium relief rough 

terrain features 

-9316000 N 

1326000 W 

Coarse, plateau-like area, some 

higher relief features to NE 

-9315000 N 

1326000 W 

Rough terrain features, high relief 

NS trending, smooth to E 

-9338000 N 

1325000 W 

Smooth with some medium relief 

ridge-like features NS trending, 

few impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1325000 W 

Smooth with few NS medium 

relief ridge-like features 

-9336000 N 

1325000 W 

Smooth with some coarser areas 

to NE, some impact craters 

-9335000 N 

1325000 W 

Smooth to W, coarse and 

medium relief to E, NS trending 

channel features 

-9334000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse with rough terrain to SE, 

smoother to NE, medium to high 

relief 

-9333000 N 

1325000 W 

Irregularly coarse to rough 

terrain, some larger/higher relief 

features to S 

-9332000 N 

1325000 W 

Irregularly coarse to rough 

terrain, some higher relief 

plateau like features 

-9331000 N 

1325000 W 

Rough terrain with some patches 

of smooth to coarse infill like 

features, some channel features 

-9330000 N 

1325000 W 

High relief, rough terrain, some 

plateau or infill features 

-9329000 N 

1325000 W 

Rough terrain, some small areas 

of smooth infill or channel 

features 

-9328000 N 

1325000 W 

Rough terrain with medium to 

high relief 

-9327000 N 

1325000 W 

Rough terrain with high relief, 

some smooth infill like channel 

features 

-9326000 N 

1325000 W 

Rough terrain with coarser areas 

to SE, channel features 

-9325000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, irregular 

medium to high relief 

-9324000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, irregular 

medium to high relief 

-9323000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse terrain with higher relief 

areas to S, with channel features 

-9322000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse terrain, some smoother 

areas, channel features trending 

NE-SW 

-9321000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse terrain, with low to 

medium relief, irregular NS 

trending features 

-9320000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse with large area of smooth 

terrain, few impact craters, 

higher relief features in S 

-9319000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, higher 

relief features trending NS 

-9318000 N 

1325000 W 

Channel features trending NS 

towards W, higher relief features 

in S, generally coarse 

-9317000 N 

1325000 W 

Generally coarse with impact 

craters, higher relief to S 

-9316000 N 

1325000 W 

Uniformly coarse with some 

higher relief to SW, few impact 

craters 

-9315000 N 

1325000 W 

Coarse, higher relief NS trending 

features, smooth to coarse 

towards E 

-9338000 N 

1324000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters, few NW–SW low relief 

trending features 

-9337000 N 

1324000 W 

Relatively regularly smooth area, 

very few low relief NS features 

-9336000 N 

1324000 W 

Smooth terrain, some irregular 

higher relief features 

-9335000 N 

1324000 W 

Irregularly coarse and smooth 

terrain 
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-9334000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse terrain with medium to 

high relief features, some NW-SE 

trending ridge features 

-9333000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse terrain with some ridge 

like features and smoother infill 

like areas to NE 

-9332000 N 

1324000 W 

More regularly coarse area, with 

some ridge like features 

-9331000 N 

1324000 W 

More regularly coarse area, some 

medium to higher relief areas, 

some smoother infill like channel 

features 

-9330000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain with 

medium to high relief, large 

smooth to coarse area to E, infill-

like 

-9329000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, high 

relief to SW, large channel 

feature to NE 

-9328000 N 

1324000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, distinct 

channel features 

-9327000 N 

1324000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, distinct 

channel features 

-9326000 N 

1324000 W 

Rough terrain, medium to high 

relief, less distinct channel 

features, coarse to SE 

-9325000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, medium 

relief, some channel features 

-9324000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, medium 

relief, some infill and channel 

features 

-9323000 N 

1324000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

plateau-like features, channel 

features 

-9322000 N 

1324000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, distinct 

channel features 

-9321000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, some 

channel features, higher relief 

towards S 

-9320000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse terrain, distinct channel 

features trending NS 

-9319000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse terrain, large impact 

crater, smooth to E 

-9318000 N 

1324000 W 

Smooth to W, some coarser 

higher relief areas to E 

-9317000 N 

1324000 W 

Irregularly coarse, with NS 

trending ridge like features E 

-9316000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse terrain with large smooth 

area in middle, in-fill like 

-9315000 N 

1324000 W 

Coarse terrain with NE-SW 

trending features towards NW, 

smooth towards SE 

-9338000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth terrain, some medium 

relief ridges trending NS 

-9337000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth terrain, some medium 

relief ridges trending NS, few 

impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth terrain, some impact 

craters 

-9335000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth to SW, coarser to NE, 

irregular higher relief "bumps" 

-9334000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth with some medium relief 

features to W and S, "bumps" 

-9333000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth, some ridge-like features, 

medium to high relief towards NE 

-9332000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth to SW, coarser to NE, 

irregular higher relief  

-9331000 N 

1323000 W 

Coarse terrain, some smoother 

areas, some plateau-like features 

-9330000 N 

1323000 W 

Generally coarse, medium relief, 

some channel features 

-9329000 N 

1323000 W 

Generally coarse, medium relief, 

some channel features 

-9328000 N 

1323000 W 

Coarse with high relief features, 

distinct channel features 

-9327000 N 

1323000 W 

Distinct channel features, smooth 

infill 

-9326000 N 

1323000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, some 

channel features and infill 
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-9325000 N 

1323000 W 

Regularly coarse terrain, medium 

relief 

-9324000 N 

1323000 W 

Rough terrain, higher relief, some 

channel features 

-9323000 N 

1323000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, medium 

relief 

-9322000 N 

1323000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, high 

relief, with distinct channel 

features 

-9321000 N 

1323000 W 

Rough terrain with smooth infill 

areas, some NS trending higher 

relief features 

-9320000 N 

1323000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, distinct 

NS trending channel features 

-9319000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth terrain with high relief to 

W and S, large channel features 

-9318000 N 

1323000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief 

-9317000 N 

1323000 W 

Rough terrain, high relief, 

plateau-like features trending NE-

SW 

-9316000 N 

1323000 W 

Coarse terrain with few impact 

craters, some ridge like features 

-9315000 N 

1323000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain with 

some NS trending ridge like 

features 

-9338000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, low relief, few impact 

craters 

-9337000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, some impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, low relief ridge like 

features 

-9335000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, some "bumps" 

-9334000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, some irregular ridge-like 

features 

-9333000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, with large impact crater, 

some ridge-like features 

-9332000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, some "bumps" to NE 

-9331000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth, some "bumps" to N, 

large impact crater 

-9330000 N 

1322000 W 

Smooth to SW, coarser to NE, 

transition zone 

-9329000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse with some smoother 

areas in middle 

-9328000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse, medium relief, some NS 

trending features 

-9327000 N 

1322000 W 

Distinct channel features, 

medium relief 

-9326000 N 

1322000 W 

Regularly coarse terrain, medium 

relief 

-9325000 N 

1322000 W 

Regularly coarse terrain, medium 

relief 

-9324000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse with distinct channel 

features 

-9323000 N 

1322000 W 

Distinct channel features with 

higher relief ridges going at 90 

degrees to channel flow 

-9322000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse with continuation of 

features going 90 degrees to 

channel flow, medium to high 

relief 

-9321000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, some 

plateau like features, medium to 

high relief 

-9320000 N 

1322000 W 

Distinct channel features, some 

plateau like features, likely 

caused by channel, medium to 

high relief 

-9319000 N 

1322000 W 

Distinct channel features, some 

higher relief plateau like features 

due to channel 

-9318000 N 

1322000 W 

Rough, high relief terrain with 

some channel features 

-9317000 N 

1322000 W 

Rough terrain with medium 

relief, some smooth infill areas 

-9316000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse terrain with some NS 

trending ridge like features 
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-9315000 N 

1322000 W 

Coarse to smooth with NE-SW 

trending ridge like features 

-9338000 N 

1321000 W 

Very regularly smooth to coarse 

-9337000 N 

1321000 W 

Very regularly smooth to coarse, 

with some medium relief 

"bumps", few impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth with some medium to 

high relief features to E 

-9335000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth with some ridge like 

features to S 

-9334000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth, some ridge like features, 

few impact craters 

-9333000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth, some ridge like features, 

few impact craters, one small to 

medium sized impact crater 

-9332000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth with a bit coarser terrain 

to S and E 

-9331000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth with ridge like features, 

low relief 

-9330000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth with ridge like features, 

low relief, small to medium sized 

impact crater 

-9329000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth, but bumpier terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9328000 N 

1321000 W 

Bumpier smooth to coarse 

terrain, medium to high relief, 

some channel features 

-9327000 N 

1321000 W 

Distinct channel features, 

bumpier, higher relief areas 

-9326000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain 

-9325000 N 

1321000 W 

Coarse terrain with large smooth 

area in middle, in-fill like 

-9324000 N 

1321000 W 

Distinct channel feature with 

ridge following a NW to SE flow 

direction 

-9323000 N 

1321000 W 

Distinct channel feature to NW, 

coarse terrain with ridges 

following flow direction 

-9322000 N 

1321000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain with 

medium to high relief  

-9321000 N 

1321000 W 

Rough terrain, plateau like high 

relief features 

-9320000 N 

1321000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain, some 

channel features 

-9319000 N 

1321000 W 

Coarse to rough terrain with 

some channel features and 

related plateau like areas 

-9318000 N 

1321000 W 

High relief, rough terrain, some 

channel features 

-9317000 N 

1321000 W 

Irregularly coarse terrain, some 

channel features, medium to high 

relief 

-9316000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

NS trending features 

-9315000 N 

1321000 W 

Smooth, bumps, impact crater 

-9338000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth with few bumps 

-9337000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some low to medium 

relief features 

-9335000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some low to medium 

relief features, some ridge like 

features 

-9334000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some low to medium 

relief features, some ridge like 

features 

-9333000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some medium relief 

features, higher plateau like 

feature to W 

-9332000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, large impact crater 

-9331000 N 

1320000 W 

1320000 W 

Smooth, few small impact 

craters, some ridge like features 

-9330000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, few small impact 

craters, some ridge like features 
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-9329000 N 

1320000 W 

1320000 W 

Smooth to coarse, relatively 

irregular bumps, few impact 

craters 

-9328000 N 

1320000 W 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some bumps to W 

-9327000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth, some medium relief 

features following channel 

feature in NE 

-9326000 N 

1320000 W 

Channel feature, smooth infill-

like  

-9325000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth to coarse towards E 

-9324000 N 

1320000 W 

Coarser with channel feature, 

few impact craters 

-9323000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth towards W, coarser to E, 

channel features 

-9322000 N 

1320000 W 

Coarse to W, smoother to E 

towards channel features 

-9321000 N 

1320000 W 

Distinct channel features, related 

higher relief areas 

-9320000 N 

1320000 W 

Coarse terrain with medium to 

high relief, some channel 

features 

-9319000 N 

1320000 W 

Distinct channel features, related 

higher relief areas 

-9318000 N 

1320000 W 

Distinct channel features, related 

higher relief areas 

-9317000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

channel related infill 

-9316000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth terrain with some higher 

relief ridge like features and 

bumps 

-9315000 N 

1320000 W 

Smooth terrain with some NS 

trending ridge like features 

-9338000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with few impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with few impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with few impact craters 

-9335000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth 

-9334000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with few impact craters 

-9333000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with some low to 

medium relief ridge like features 

trending NS 

-9332000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with some ridge like 

features and channel features S 

-9331000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth, generally channel like 

features, some higher relied 

areas related 

-9330000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth to coarse, bumpy area 

-9329000 N 

1319000 W 

Coarse bumpy area 

-9328000 N 

1319000 W 

Coarse bumpy area with 

smoother patches to NE 

-9327000 N 

1319000 W 

Bumpy coarse area to SW, 

smoother to NE 

-9326000 N 

1319000 W 

Distinct channel feature and 

related smooth terrain 

-9325000 N 

1319000 W 

Distinct channel feature and 

related smooth terrain 

-9324000 N 

1319000 W 

Distinct channel feature and 

related smooth terrain, some 

bumpier areas to SE 

-9323000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth terrain to W with faint 

ridge like features, coarser 

terrain to E 

-9322000 N 

1319000 W 

Distinct channel features, related 

higher relief ridge areas 

-9321000 N 

1319000 W 

Part of large smooth mound like 

feature towards SW, channel 

feature related smooth infill to 

NW 

-9320000 N 

1319000 W 

Coarse terrain with plateau like 

features, likely channel related 
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-9319000 N 

1319000 W 

Distinct channel feature, smooth 

terrain related 

-9318000 N 

1319000 W 

Some channel features to NW, 

smooth to coarse terrain to SE 

-9317000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

channel features and bumps 

-9316000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth with some bumps, some 

impact craters 

-9315000 N 

1319000 W 

Smooth to W, some impact 

craters, transition zone to E, 

higher relief, plateau like 

-9338000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with channel or flow 

features, flowing from S to N, 

plateau like 

-9337000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with channel or flow 

features, from S to N, away from 

pit crater to S, pit crater has 

stratigraphic features in crater 

wall 

-9336000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with channel or flow 

features, from S to N, away from 

pit crater to S 

-9335000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with channel or flow 

features, creating plateau-like 

features, some impact craters 

-9334000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth, few channel features 

from flow away from pitcraters to 

S, some impact craters 

-9333000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth, few impact craters, 

some faint ridge like features 

-9332000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth, pit crater with channel 

features 

-9331000 N 

1318000 W 

Pit crater with channel features, 

some coarser terrain 

-9330000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, 

numerour impact craters 

-9329000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, 

numerour impact craters 

-9328000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

impact craters, bumpy 

-9327000 N 

1318000 W 

Coarser to W, smoother to W, 

bumpy 

-9326000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth, related to channel 

features to NE 

-9325000 N 

1318000 W 

Distinct channel features going 

NS 

-9324000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth, bumpy 

-9323000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with faint NS ridge like 

features 

-9322000 N 

1318000 W 

Distinct channel feature with 

large mound on E side 

-9321000 N 

1318000 W 

Large, smooth mound on NW 

side, slightly coarser terrain to NE 

-9320000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, 

medium relief to N, some 

channel features 

-9319000 N 

1318000 W 

Distinct channel feature, smooth 

terrain related 

-9318000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth terrain, some channel 

features, bumpy/coarser terrain 

to NE 

-9317000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with coarser/bumpy 

ridge area trending NW to SE 

-9316000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with continuation of 

NW/SE ridge like feature 

-9315000 N 

1318000 W 

Smooth with transition into 

bumpy/plateau-like coarser area 

to E 

-9338000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth, few small impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1317000 W 

Pit crater, otherwise smooth, pit 

crater walls show distinct layers 

-9336000 N 

1317000 W 

Pit crater, otherwise smooth, pit 

crater walls show distinct layers 

-9335000 N 

1317000 W 

Medium to high relief area 

between two pit craters to W and 

E 
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-9334000 N 

1317000 W 

Pit crater with channel features, 

some coarser terrain, plateau like 

features due to channel 

-9333000 N 

1317000 W 

Two pit craters to E and W, 

plateau-like features due to 

channel, impact crater 

-9332000 N 

1317000 W 

Pit crater and smooth to coarser 

terrain around it, some channel 

features to E side of pit crater 

-9331000 N 

1317000 W 

Small pit craters, with channel 

features (plateau like) "flowing" 

away from pit craters, channel 

features connecting pit craters 

-9330000 N 

1317000 W 

Small pit craters, with channel 

features (plateau like) "flowing" 

away from pit craters, channel 

features connecting pit craters, 

otherwise coarse terrain with few 

impact craters 

-9329000 N 

1317000 W 

Coarse terrain, transitional zone 

to SW, potentially related to pit 

craters, medium relief, few 

impact craters 

-9328000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain 

-9327000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

bumps, few impact craters 

-9326000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9325000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain with distinct 

channel feature flowing NS, few 

impact craters 

-9324000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain, bumpy, related 

to channel features coming from 

pit craters 

-9323000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain with bumpy, 

medium relief areas related to 

channel features 

-9322000 N 

1317000 W 

Distinct channel features, smooth 

terrain, some low relief related 

ridges 

-9321000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain, some coarser 

terrain features to SW, irregular 

-9320000 N 

1317000 W 

Distinct channel features, smooth 

and coarse terrain, few impact 

fraters 

-9319000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain, some low relief 

bumps, few impact craters 

-9318000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9317000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain, few low relief NS 

ridges 

-9316000 N 

1317000 W 

Smooth terrain, few low relief NS 

ridges, transitional zone to higher 

relief, plateau like features to E 

-9315000 N 

1317000 W 

Coarse to rougher terrain, 

plateau like features, relatively 

irregular 

-9338000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain with few large 

impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain with few large 

impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9335000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain with small impact 

crater 

-9334000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain with small impact 

craters, transitional zone to NE to 

higher relief, plateau like features 

-9333000 N 

1316000 W 

Transitional zone between 

smooth terrain to SW to slightly 

higher relief, plateau like terrain 

to NE, few impact craters 

-9332000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth, low to high relief terrain, 

some impact craters 

-9331000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, impact 

craters, one large impact crater 

to SE 
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-9330000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, 

channel features, higher relief to 

E 

-9329000 N 

1316000 W 

Channel features, potentially 

from pit craters, higher relief, 

trending NE to SW 

-9328000 N 

1316000 W 

Medium relief, coarse to rough 

terrain, some channel features 

-9327000 N 

1316000 W 

Medium relief, coarse to rough 

terrain, some channel features, 

bumpy, few impact craters 

-9326000 N 

1316000 W 

Partial large pit crater, 

surrounded by smooth to coarse 

bumpy terrain 

-9325000 N 

1316000 W 

Pit crater, with distinct layers in 

walls 

-9324000 N 

1316000 W 

Pit crater, with distinct layers in 

walls, smooth to coarse terrain 

surrounding 

-9323000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, 

channel features  

-9322000 N 

1316000 W 

Distinct channel features going N 

from pit crater, smooth to coarse 

terrain otherwise 

-9321000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain, few irregular 

bumps 

-9320000 N 

1316000 W 

Distinct channel features, smooth 

terrain surrounding 

-9319000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain, some slightly 

higher relief to E 

-9318000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9317000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9316000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters, higher plateau like 

features to S and NE 

-9315000 N 

1316000 W 

Smooth terrain, with plateau like 

features to NE 

-9338000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain with few fain NS 

trending ridge like features 

-9337000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9336000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9335000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9334000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9333000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters, transitional zone to NE to 

plateau like area 

-9332000 N 

1315000 W 

Transitional zone, smooth on 

both sides N and S, but N slightly 

higher relief, plateau like, few 

impact craters 

-9331000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, few 

impact craters, large impact 

crater to NE 

-9330000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, 

bumpy 

-9329000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

channel features and bumps 

-9328000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

channel features, some impact 

craters 

-9327000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain, some channel 

features 

-9326000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain,  partial pit crater 

to NE, slight channel away  

-9325000 N 

1315000 W 

Partial pit crater N, slight channel 

away, crater walls show distinct 

layers 

-9324000 N 

1315000 W 

Partial pit crater, medium to 

higher relief, channel connecting 

two pit craters 

-9323000 N 

1315000 W 

Pit crater, smooth terrain 

surrounding, pit craters share 

wall, pit crater wall shows layers 
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-9322000 N 

1315000 W 

Pit crater, walls with distinct 

layers 

-9321000 N 

1315000 W 

Pit crater, walls with distinct 

layers, smooth surrounding area, 

channel feature 

-9320000 N 

1315000 W 

Pit crater, walls with distinct 

layers, smooth surrounding area, 

channel feature 

-9319000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain  

-9318000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain, few pit craters 

-9317000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth terrain, transitional zone 

to higher relief, plateau like 

features to SE 

-9316000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, plateau 

like features, few impact craters 

-9315000 N 

1315000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, plateau 

like features, few impact craters 

-9338000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, some ridge like 

features 

-9337000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters 

-9336000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters 

-9335000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters 

-9334000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters 

-9333000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters 

-9332000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, few impact 

craters 

-9331000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth terrain, transitional zone 

to slightly higher relief  

-9330000 N 

1314000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, some 

bumps, few impact craters 

-9329000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

impact craters 

-9328000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

impact craters, channel features 

-9327000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

impact craters, channel features 

-9326000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

impact craters, channel features 

-9325000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

faint channel features, some low 

relief ridge features 

-9324000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

faint channel features 

-9323000 N 

1314000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

channel features away from pit 

crater to NE 

-9322000 N 

1314000 W 

Part of pit crater, pit crater walls 

show distinct layers, smooth, 

slightly bumpy terrain 

-9321000 N 

1314000 W 

Partial pit crater 

-9320000 N 

1314000 W 

Partial pit crater, some impact 

craters, smooth to coarser terrain 

-9319000 N 

1314000 W 

Smaller impact craters, 

connected by channel features 

-9318000 N 

1314000 W 

Pit crater and smooth 

surrounding terrain 

-9317000 N 

1314000 W 

Transitional zone from smoother 

terrain to NW to more plateau 

like terrain to SE 

-9316000 N 

1314000 W 

Coarse to rougher terrain, 

plateau like features, relatively 

irregular 

-9315000 N 

1314000 W 

Coarse to rougher terrain, 

plateau like features, relatively 

irregular 

-9338000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9337000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9336000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 
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-9335000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9334000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain, some faint NS 

trending ridge features 

-9333000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9332000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9331000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9330000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain with few impact 

craters 

-9329000 N 

1313000 W 

Smooth terrain to SW, 

transitioning into slightly coarser 

terrain to NE 

-9328000 N 

1313000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9327000 N 

1313000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters, some faint 

channel features 

-9326000 N 

1313000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, with 

large channel feature, some 

higher relief bumps 

-9325000 N 

1313000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, with 

large channel feature 

-9324000 N 

1313000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, some 

channel features 

-9323000 N 

1313000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9322000 N 

1313000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9321000 N 

1313000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9320000 N 

1313000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9319000 N 

1313000 W 

Coarser terrain with some 

plateau like features, partial pit 

crater to NE 

-9318000 N 

1313000 W 

Coarser terrain with some 

plateau like features, partial pit 

crater to NW 

-9317000 N 

1313000 W 

Coarser terrain with some 

plateau like features, small pit 

crater 

-9316000 N 

1313000 W 

Coarser terrain with plateau like 

features, some trending NS 

-9315000 N 

1313000 W 

Coarser terrain with plateau like 

features, some trending NS 

-9338000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9337000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain, few bumps, very 

small impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9335000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9333000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters, very slight NE-SW 

trending ridge light feature 

-9332000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

crater 

-9331000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9330000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1312000 W 

Very faint transitional zone 

between smooth SW to slightly 

coarser NE 

-9328000 N 

1312000 W 

Slightly coarser, few small impact 

craters 

-9327000 N 

1312000 W 

Slightly coarser, smoother 

patches 

-9326000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser area, smoother patches, 

slight NW flow SE trending 

-9325000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser area to SW, smoother to 

NE, channel feature related 
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-9324000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser area to SW, smoother to 

NE, channel feature related, 

some bumps 

-9323000 N 

1312000 W 

Smooth, slightly coarser to NE, 

few impact craters 

-9322000 N 

1312000 W 

Slightly coarser, few small impact 

craters 

-9321000 N 

1312000 W 

Slightly coarser, few impact 

craters, some NS trending ridge 

like features 

-9320000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser terrain, some bumpier 

areas to N 

-9319000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser and more plateau like 

features 

-9318000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser and more plateau like 

features, with patches of smooth 

areas 

-9317000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser and more plateau like 

features, with patches of smooth 

areas, generally trending NE to 

SW 

-9316000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser and more plateau like 

features, with patches of smooth 

areas 

-9315000 N 

1312000 W 

Coarser and more plateau like 

features, with patches of smooth 

areas 

-9338000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain, with few very 

small impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9336000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain with large impact 

crater 

-9335000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain with few very 

small impact craters 

-9334000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9333000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9332000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9331000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9330000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9328000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain, faint transitional 

zone to slightly coarser area to 

NE, few impact craters 

-9327000 N 

1311000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, few 

very small impact craters 

-9326000 N 

1311000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, faint 

patches of smoother terrain 

-9325000 N 

1311000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9324000 N 

1311000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9323000 N 

1311000 W 

Smoother terrain, irregular low 

relief 

-9322000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain with some 

distinct, irregular higher relief 

features 

-9321000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain with some 

distinct, irregular higher relief 

features 

-9320000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain with some 

distinct, irregular higher relief 

features 

-9319000 N 

1311000 W 

Smooth terrain towards W, sharp 

transitional zone to higher relief, 

more plateau like terrain 

-9318000 N 

1311000 W 

Higher relief, plateau like coarse 

terrain 

-9317000 N 

1311000 W 

Higher relief, plateau like coarse 

terrain, one medium sized impact 

crater 

-9316000 N 

1311000 W 

Medium relief, less prominent 

plateau like coarse terrain 
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-9315000 N 

1311000 W 

Medium relief, less prominent 

plateau like coarse terrain, few 

impact craters 

-9338000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth with some higher relief 

bumpy features 

-9337000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth with few small impact 

craters 

-9336000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9335000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9333000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain with small impact 

crater, some ridge like features 

-9332000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9331000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain with small impact 

crater, small bump 

-9330000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9328000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9327000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain with slight 

transitional zone into slightly 

coarser terrain to NE 

-9326000 N 

1310000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain 

-9325000 N 

1310000 W 

coarser terrain with some higher 

relief features 

-9324000 N 

1310000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain with small 

impact crater 

-9323000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain with impact 

crater and some channel feature 

like areas, also potentially old 

flow features 

-9322000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth with flow features, very 

faint ridges 

-9321000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth with faint ridge like 

structures, small and larger 

impact craters 

-9320000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain with small impact 

crater 

-9319000 N 

1310000 W 

Smooth terrain towards W, 

transitional zone to slightly more 

plateau like coarse features 

-9318000 N 

1310000 W 

Irregular, coarser, plateau like 

features 

-9317000 N 

1310000 W 

Irregular, coarser, plateau like 

features 

-9316000 N 

1310000 W 

Irregular, slightly coarser, plateau 

like features to W, smoother to E 

-9315000 N 

1310000 W 

Slightly coarser terrain, faint 

plateau like features 

-9338000 N 

1309000 W 

Coarser terrain, some higher 

relief, few impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1309000 W 

Slightly smoother terrain, some 

impact craters, some higher relief 

bumps 

-9336000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

craters 

-9335000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

craters 

-9333000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

craters 

-9332000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9331000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9330000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9328000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

crater 
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-9327000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, faint ridge 

features 

-9326000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9325000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, some ridge like 

features 

-9324000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9323000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9322000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, some small 

impact craters 

-9321000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9320000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain, some impact 

craters 

-9319000 N 

1309000 W 

1309000 W 

Smooth terrain to W, transitional 

towards higher relief area 

towards E, plateau like features 

-9318000 N 

1309000 W 

Plateau like features, smooth to 

coarse terrain, trending NE to SW 

-9317000 N 

1309000 W 

Plateau like features, smooth to 

coarse terrain, trending NE to SW 

-9316000 N 

1309000 W 

Plateau like features, less 

prominent, some impact craters, 

smoother infill like patches 

-9315000 N 

1309000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

fainter plateau like features 

-9338000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth to slightly coarse terrain, 

some medium relief features 

-9337000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth to slightly coarse terrain, 

some medium relief features, few 

impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9335000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9333000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9332000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9331000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9330000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9329000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9328000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters, outer edges of larger 

impact crater to SE 

-9327000 N 

1308000 W 

Partial larger impact crater to S, 

smooth surface otherwise 

-9326000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

crater 

-9325000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9324000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth to very slightly coarser 

terrain 

-9323000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain with small impact 

crater 

-9322000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9321000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth to very slightly coarser 

terrain 

-9320000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9319000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth terrain with faint ridge 

like features to SE 

-9318000 N 

1308000 W 

Smooth with faint plateau like 

features to S 

-9317000 N 

1308000 W 

Transitional zone from smooth 

terrain to W, towards higher 

relief, coarser, plateau like terrain 

towards E, impact crater 

-9316000 N 

1308000 W 

Coarser terrain, plateau like 

features, irregular 
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-9315000 N 

1308000 W 

Coarser terrain, plateau like 

features, irregular 

-9338000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain 

-9337000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain 

-9336000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

small impact craters 

-9335000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth to coarse terrain, some 

medium relief features 

-9334000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain 

-9333000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9332000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain, with few very 

small impact craters 

-9331000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9330000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain, with few very 

small impact craters 

-9329000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain with few very 

small impact craters 

-9328000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain with outer edges 

of impact crater to NE 

-9327000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain with partial larger 

impact crater to N 

-9326000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9325000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9324000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain, very slightly 

higher relief, one small impact 

crater 

-9323000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain, very slightly 

higher relief to SW 

-9322000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

craters 

-9321000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

craters 

-9320000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9319000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9318000 N 

1307000 W 

Smooth terrain to slightly coarser 

terrain, some faint plateau like 

features 

-9317000 N 

1307000 W 

Transitional zone from smooth 

terrain to W, towards higher 

relief, coarser, plateau like terrain 

to E 

-9316000 N 

1307000 W 

Coarser terrain, plateau like 

features, irregular 

-9315000 N 

1307000 W 

Coarser terrain, plateau like 

features, irregular 

-9338000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain 

-9337000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, some 

impact craters 

-9336000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, faint 

transitional zone to lower relief, 

smoother terrain to NE 

-9335000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain very few small 

impact craters 

-9333000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9332000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain, some impact 

craters of different sizes 

-9331000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9330000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain  

-9329000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9328000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9327000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 
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-9326000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9325000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9324000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain, very slightly 

coarser, potential transitional 

zone 

-9323000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth to very slightly coarser 

terrain 

-9322000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain with few very 

small impact craters 

-9321000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9320000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth terrain with few higher 

relief features to E, small impact 

crater 

-9319000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, some 

higher relief features 

-9318000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, some 

higher relief features 

-9317000 N 

1306000 W 

Smooth infill like features, 

coarser, higher relief to E 

-9316000 N 

1306000 W 

Coarser, plateau like features 

-9315000 N 

1306000 W 

Coarser, plateau like features 

-9338000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain 

-9337000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain  

-9336000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, small 

impact crater 

-9335000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, 

transitional zone from higher 

relief to lower relief towards NE 

-9334000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain with some very 

slight higher relief areas to SW 

-9333000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9332000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9331000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

crater 

-9330000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

crater 

-9328000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain very few small 

impact craters 

-9327000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9326000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumps, 

small impact crater 

-9325000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to NW, transitional to 

plateau like features likely caused 

by very large impact towards SE 

-9324000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to NW, transitional to 

plateau like features likely caused 

by very large impact towards SE 

-9323000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to N, transitional to 

plateau like features likely caused 

by very large impact towards S 

-9322000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to N, transitional to 

plateau like features likely caused 

by very large impact towards S 

-9321000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to N, transitional to 

plateau like features likely caused 

by very large impact towards S 

-9320000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth terrain with few higher 

relief features to S 

-9319000 N 

1305000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, 

potential transitional zone to 

faint plateau like features 

-9318000 N 

1305000 W 

Irregular smooth to coarse 

terrain, infill like features 

-9317000 N 

1305000 W 

Coarser terrain, higher relief, infill 

like features 

-9316000 N 

1305000 W 

Coarser terrain, irregular 
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-9315000 N 

1305000 W 

Coarser terrain, irregular 

-9338000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9337000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain  

-9336000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain  

-9335000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain  

-9334000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain, slight transitional 

zone towards smoother terrain to 

NE 

-9333000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9332000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9331000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9330000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9328000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9327000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain, with higher relief 

plateau like features, related to 

large impact crater to E 

-9326000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth terrain, higher relief 

plateau like features related to 

impact crater 

-9325000 N 

1304000 W 

Smoother higher relief terrain, 

related to impact crater 

-9324000 N 

1304000 W 

Smoother higher relief terrain, 

related to impact crater 

-9323000 N 

1304000 W 

Smoother higher relief terrain, 

related to impact crater 

-9322000 N 

1304000 W 

Smoother higher relief terrain, 

related to impact crater 

-9321000 N 

1304000 W 

Smoother terrain related to 

impact crater, small impact 

crater, some edges 

-9320000 N 

1304000 W 

Smoother terrain related to 

impact crater, some 

edges/transitional zone to 

smoother area 

-9319000 N 

1304000 W 

Coarser terrain, irregular 

-9318000 N 

1304000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain 

-9317000 N 

1304000 W 

Coarser terrain, faint trend SW to 

NE 

-9316000 N 

1304000 W 

Coarser terrain with smoother 

infill like features or transitional 

zone 

-9315000 N 

1304000 W 

Coarser terrain, irregular, some 

NS trend 

-9338000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9337000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9336000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9335000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9333000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, slight transitional 

zone towards smoother terrain to 

NE 

-9332000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, slight transitional 

zone towards smoother terrain to 

NE 

-9331000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, impact crater 

-9330000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumps 
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-9328000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, some higher 

relief plateau like features, likely 

related to large impact crater to E 

-9327000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, some higher 

relief plateau like features, likely 

related to large impact crater to E 

-9326000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, higher relief 

features, related to impact crater 

to E 

-9325000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, higher relief 

features, related to impact crater 

to E 

-9324000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, large impact 

crater 

-9323000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, large impact 

crater 

-9322000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, large impact 

crater 

-9321000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, higher relief 

features, related to impact crater 

to W 

-9320000 N 

1303000 W 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, higher relief 

features, related to impact crater 

to W 

-9319000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, higher relief 

features, related to impact crater 

to W 

-9318000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumps 

-9317000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9316000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth terrain some transitional 

zone to higher relief towards E 

-9315000 N 

1303000 W 

Smooth to coarser with 

transitional zone plateau like 

terrain 

-9338000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, some small 

impact craters 

-9337000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, few small impact 

craters 

-9336000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9335000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

crater 

-9334000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, potential 

transitional zone from very 

slightly higher relief to smoother 

terrain to NE 

-9333000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9332000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, few slightly 

higher relief features, impact 

crater 

-9331000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters 

-9330000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

craters, bumps 

-9329000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, few plateau like 

features to E, bumps 

-9328000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth, plateau like features, 

likely related to large impact 

crater to E 

-9327000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth, plateau like features, 

likely related to large impact 

crater to E 

-9326000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth, bumpy, higher relief 

terrain, related to large impact 

crater to E 

-9325000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, impact crater rim 

-9324000 N 

1302000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9323000 N 

1302000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9322000 N 

1302000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9321000 N 

1302000 W 

Large impact crater rim and 

smooth outside wall 

-9320000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth, bumpy terrain, some 

small impact craters 
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-9319000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth but bumpy, higher relief 

terrain 

-9318000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain some higher relief 

features to SW 

-9317000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, small impact 

crater 

-9316000 N 

1302000 W 

Smooth terrain, transitional zone 

to slightly higher relief, coarser 

terrain 

-9315000 N 

1302000 W 

Slightly coarser uniform terrain 

-9338000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9337000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9336000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9335000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9334000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9333000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, very small impact 

crater 

-9332000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, some very 

slightly higher relief features, 

transitional zone to smoother NE 

area 

-9331000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, some slightly 

higher relief to E 

-9330000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumpy to S 

-9329000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, some higher 

relief, bumpy features, 

potentially related to large 

impact crater to E 

-9328000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, some higher 

relief, bumpy features, 

potentially related to large 

impact crater to E 

-9327000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth, very slightly plateau-like 

features, impact crater related 

-9326000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth, very slightly plateau-like 

features, impact crater related 

-9325000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth, crater rim 

-9324000 N 

1301000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9323000 N 

1301000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9322000 N 

1301000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9321000 N 

1301000 W 

Large impact crater 

-9320000 N 

1301000 W 

Large impact crater, crater rim 

-9319000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth, slightly bumpy terrain 

caused by impact crater to W 

-9318000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, few faintly higher 

relief features 

-9317000 N 

1301000 W 

Smooth terrain, faint transitional 

zone to coarser terrain to E 

-9316000 N 

1301000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, faint 

NS trending ridge like features 

-9315000 N 

1301000 W 

Very slightly coarser terrain, few 

small impact craters 

-9338000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9337000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9336000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9335000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 

-9334000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters, potential 

transitional zone to smoother NE 

-9333000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, few very small 

impact craters 
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-9332000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, faintly higher 

relief features to S, potential 

transitional zone 

-9331000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, faintly higher 

relief features to SE, potential 

transitional zone 

-9330000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9329000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain 

-9328000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumpy 

areas, likely related to large 

impact crater to E 

-9327000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumpy 

areas, likely related to large 

impact crater to E 

-9326000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumpy 

areas, likely related to large 

impact crater to E 

-9325000 N 

1300000 W 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, some bumpy 

areas, likely related to large 

impact crater to E 

-9324000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, large impact 

crater rim 

-9323000 N 

1300000 W 

Impact crater 

-9322000 N 

1300000 W 

Impact crater 

-9321000 N 

1300000 W 

Impact crater rim 

-9320000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth terrain, somewhat 

bumpy terrain, likely caused by 

impact crater to W 

-9319000 N 

1300000 W 

Slightly higher relief, bumpy 

terrain, some smooth infill like 

features 

-9318000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth infill like features, or 

transitional zone to E 

-9317000 N 

1300000 W 

Transitional zone to E, impact 

crater, coarser terrain 

-9316000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain, few 

small impact craters 

-9315000 N 

1300000 W 

Smooth to coarser terrain 
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